Wise sayings:

“When there is no sound, hearing is most alert.”

“A bell is a cup until it is struck.”

“Above all waters are all mountains.”

“There is no original water.”

“All distances are simultaneous.”

“Numbers don’t count.”

“Water is the best.”

“Water depends on water.”

“There it is. Take it.”
Start and end conversations

Finish the sentence for the other

Begin the sentence for the other

Ask the question?
Reverse
In etc.
Walking,
Speaking,
Writing,
Moving,
Breathing
Walking with toes on water

Splashing walking

Walking with toes on water
(wearing a mask):

looking through a hole at a corner of the sky

turn the mask turn the sky
Moving in dry time
Moving in wet time
for the time being raise all the eyebrows and wink
for the time being a large body
for the time being a soft body
for the time being a cloud
for the time being a drop of water
You left your home
You depend on clouds
You depend on water
Do not be concerned with other persons.
(using rake):

Penetrate one thousand tributaries with one particle of dust

Carve a labyrinth in the dirt and enter it

Trace waves

Draw 14 straight lines simultaneously and follow all them all at once

Organize the dirt

Straighten the grass

Be Obvious
(using dowsing rods):

Hold a rod balanced in each hand parallel to ground and to each other a foot apart.

Allow to drift

Find where the rods cross (forming an X)

(make note of this)
(using the speaker):

Learn by listening and repeating.
Repeat while changing.
Learning and listening and repeating and changing while repeating.
So as to learn.
Hide

Or

Be as visible as possible
Take everything out of the box.

Show everything to everyone.

Describe every process in detail.

Arrange contents and container.

So as to be clear.
Roll down hill
Pour yourself on the ground
Wash your hands with the dirt
or
Wash the dirt with your hands
Purify water through a filter of dirt.
wearing a mask:

Identity action for two Δ's:
Non difference from self
Non difference from other
A forced whisper
Capture the air briefly
Separate the air
Find the clean air
Send it North
Send it South
Send it West
Send it East
Call and response:
Clap / Strike / Ring / Hi!

Measure the distance sound travels
to reach the other
While pouring water out of a cup, strike it with another cup. A cup is a bell.

(Optional: sing with the bell.)
Transfer water between two cups pouring from one to the other until there is no water left.